
       Sing a Song, Paint a Picture 
 

Dear Family, 

 

Art and music are universal. They are found in every culture and have existed in every 

period throughout human history. Art and music bring beauty into the classroom and 

home. All children, no matter what their first language or stage of development, can 

enjoy music and art, even if they simply clap out a simple rhythm or put marks on paper. 

In this theme, Sing a Song, Paint a Picture, your child will be exposed to the beauty of 

human expression through experiences with music, dance and art. 

 

In the first part of the theme we will explore various types of music (such as jazz and 

classical) and experiment with musical instruments provided in the classroom as well as 

instruments the children will make. Music calls us to the art of dance, so it is only 

natural that various dance styles will be shared and practised. In the second part of the 

theme your child will view and create works of art using a variety of materials (such as 

clay and paints). It is hoped that throughout this theme your child will come to 

appreciate that the range of expression through music, dance and art, is as varied as 

the many different cultures throughout the world. 

 

Children’s responses to music and artwork are as individual as they are. One might sing 

or hum along with the music while another may be moved to express how music makes 

him feel through dance. One may be satisfied drawing with pencils, while another 

sculpts figures from clay. Each will experience the differences in style, rhythm, mood, 

materials and culture in the music, dance and art that they hear, see and make. In Sing 

a Song, Paint a Picture your child will be given many opportunities to creatively explore 

expressing herself through music, dance and art. 

 

Make sure that you ask your child about the books The Jazz Fly, Max Found Two Sticks 

and Peter and the Wolf. The world of music, dance and art are bridged in the true story 

of the famous French painter and sculptor Edgar Degas in Degas and the Little Dancer. 

Miss Rumphius and Gugu’s House tell stories of people involved in artwork for 

themselves and to share beauty with others. 

 

While your child is learning about music and art in school, you can help by reinforcing 

the daily focus as suggested in each Home Link. 
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Home Link Activities 
 

Day 1 (Wed): Listen for rhymes around the house or outside that we can     

                              repeat. Try repeating the sounds using different parts of  

                              your body, e.g. mouth, hands, feet. 
 

Day 2 (Thurs): Complete ‘Gather together a collection of 5 objects worksheet’. 
 

                                 

Day 3 (Fri):    Ask your child to tell you the story of The Tortoise and the Hare. 

 

                                Practise saying the rhyme and sound for the letters ‘z’, ‘w’, ‘ch’, ‘j’. 

                                Can you write the letters? 

 
 

Day 4 (Mon):   Ask your child to teach you “The Alphabet Chant”. 
 

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KINDE
 

The Alphabet Chant 
 

A is for apple (pretend to take a bite of an apple) 

B is for bat and ball (pretend to hit a ball with a bat) 

C is for caterpillar (move one finger in the shape of a “c”) 

     Climbing up the wall (use two hands to climb upwards) 

D is for dinosaur (place arms in front of you, on top of each other; open and close them like 

giant dinosaur jaws) 

E is for elephant (clasp hands, bend over and wave your “trunk”) 

F is for flower  

  What a pretty scent! (pretend to smell a flower that you are holding) 

G is for girl (girls point to themselves; boys point to a girl) 

H is for horse (gallop in place) 

I is for insect (place two fingers on top of head like antennae and wiggle them) 

  Crawling up my shorts! (brush an imaginary insect off your leg) 

J is for jump (put up arms high in the air and leap up once)  
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K is for kangaroo (hop three times) 

L is for legs (shake your legs and point to them) 

     Walking to the zoo (walk in place) 

M is for mountain (make a mountain by placing your arms above your head with 

fingertips together) 

N is for net (hold arms to one side, making a circle shape) 

O is for octopus (wave your arms around) 

      Wiggly and wet 

P is for parrot (open and close one hand to make the mouth of a talking parrot) 

Q is for queen (place an imaginary crown on your head)  

R is for rabbit (hop with your hands on your head like long ears) 

     Hopping on the green 

S is for snake (squirm like a snake) 

T is for tower (stand very tall and stretch arms out from your shoulders to 

form the shape of a “t”) 

U is for umbrella (pretend to open and hold an umbrella) 

     Keeps you dry in the shower 

V is for vulture (hold arms up in a “v”  shape and then bring them down to 

imitate a flying vulture) 

W is for worm ( wiggle finger like a worm) 

X is exercising fox (do jumping jacks) 

      Now we take a turn 

Y is for yo-yo (pretend to make a yo-yo go up and down) 

Zip starts with Z (pretend to zip up your coat) 

Now I know my alphabet  

It’s all in my head. (put hands either side of face) 
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Day 5 (Tues): Today we have been talking about the artist Edgar Degas. Ask your  

                               child to be an artist and draw/ paint a picture. 

                  

 

Day 6 (Wed):  Practise saying the rhyme and sound for the letters ‘z’, 

                                ‘w’, ‘ch’, ‘j’, ‘v’. Can you write the letters? 

 

 

Day 7 (Thurs): Read ‘Making Music’ book.  

 

Day 8 (Fri):    Complete the ‘Go on a hunt to find some objects that will fit 

                                inside a matchbox’ worksheet. 

 

                                Practise saying the rhyme and sound for the letters ‘w’, ‘ch’, ‘j’, 

                                ‘v’, ‘y’. Can you write the letters? 
 

 

 

Enjoy and share the music and art you and your child encounter in your daily  

lives. Point out murals, statues and other works of art in your area. Listen and  

dance to music and sing songs together as you go through your day. 

 

“Dance first, Think later. It’s the natural order.” 

- Samuel Beckett.  
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